
1. Only one entry will be accepted per person. Multiple entries from the same person will be disqualified.
2. Closing date for entry will be 11:59 pm UAE TIME on 6th November 2021. After this date, no further entries to the competition will be permitted.
3. INDEX EXCHANGE LLC is not responsible for inaccurate prize details supplied to any entrant by any third party connected with this competition.
4. The prize is as stated and no cash or other alternatives will be offered. The prizes are not transferable. Prizes are subject to availability and we reserve the right to substitute 
 any prize with another of equivalent value without giving notice.
5. One winner will be chosen at random by software, from all entries received and verified by INDEX EXCHANGE LLC
6. INDEX EXCHANGE LLC‘s decision in respect of all matters to do with the competition will be final and no correspondence will be entered into.
7. By entering this competition, an entrant is indicating his/her agreement to be bound by these terms and conditions.
8. Entry into the competition will be deemed as acceptance of these terms and conditions.
9. This promotion is in no way sponsored, endorsed or administered by, or associated with, Facebook, Twitter or any other Social Network. You are providing your information to INDEX EXCHANGE LLC
 and not to any other party. The information provided will be used in conjunction with the INDEX EXCHANGE LLC Privacy Policy.
10. The entrant must be above the age of eighteen (18) years or older at the date of entry. Employees of organizers are not eligible to enter the contest.
11. All information submitted by the entrant must be accurate, complete and operational. The organizers may require the winner to provide proof of identity (Emirates ID/Passport with same 
 registration name) when collecting prizes.
12. INDEX EXCHANGE LLC will not be responsible for entries that are not received, lost, delayed or incomplete. Any entry which is late, incomplete or does not comply with these terms and 
 conditions will be deemed invalid at the sole discretion of the organisers. The organisers shall not be liable for any electronic, hardware, or software program, network, Internet, or computer malfunctions,
 failures, delays or difficulties and errors in transmission in respect of any entries attempted but not received.
13. The winner will be selected by lucky draw at the sole discretion of the organisers. The selection of the winner(s) will be at the sole and absolute discretion
 of the organisers and the organisers’ decision will be final. 
14. A person who is not a party to the agreement contained in these terms and conditions has no right to enforce or enjoy the benefit of this agreement.
15. INDEX EXCHANGE LLC will not be held responsible for any complains on the gift experience
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